Objective: To describe the rates and causes for rehospitalization over 10 years after moderate-severe traumatic brain injury (TBI), and to characterize longitudinal trajectories of the probability of rehospitalization using generalized linear mixed models and individual growth curve models conditioned on factors that help explain individual variability in rehospitalization risk over time. Design: Secondary analysis of data from a multicenter longitudinal cohort study. Setting: Acute inpatient rehabilitation facilities and community follow-up. Participants: Individuals 16 years and older with a primary diagnosis of TBI. Main Outcome Measures: Rehospitalization (and reason for rehospitalization) as reported by participants or proxy during follow-up telephone interviews at 1, 2, 5, and 10 years postinjury. Results: The greatest number of rehospitalizations occurred in the first year postinjury (27.8% of the sample), and the rates of rehospitalization remained largely stable (22.1%-23.4%) at 2, 5, and 10 years. Reasons for rehospitalization varied over time: Orthopedic and reconstructive surgery rehospitalizations were most common in year 1, whereas general health maintenance was most common by year 2 with rates increasing at each follow-up. Longitudinal models indicate that multiple demographic and injury-related factors are associated with the probability of rehospitalization over time. Conclusions: These findings can inform the content and timing of interventions to improve health and longevity after TBI.
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JOURNAL OF HEAD TRAUMA REHABILITATION/MAY-JUNE 2017 health complications. Acute care rehospitalization, especially for specific causes, is a commonly used metric of care quality and has increasingly been requested for public reporting. There has been enhanced pressure in recent years on many rehabilitation payers and providers to reduce rehospitalizations during and after inpatient rehabilitation. 1, 2 Rehospitalization data can also provide an indicator of postacute and longer term health concerns among survivors of TBI. TBI is increasingly recognized as a chronic health condition due to the longstanding and sometimes lifelong persistence of injuryrelated symptoms and associated health problems 3, 4 and shortened lifespan compared with the general population has been well documented. [5] [6] [7] [8] Further focused study of acute care rehospitalizations after TBI is necessary to determine the rates, reasons, and risk factors associated with rehospitalization many years after TBI. This information can help identify prevention opportunities and inform the development of chronic care management guidelines to improve health after TBI.
Several studies have examined causes of rehospitalization in prevalent TBI samples. For example, one study of individuals who received inpatient rehabilitation for TBI found that 28% were rehospitalized at least once in the first 9 months after discharge, and the most frequent reasons for rehospitalization were infection, neurologic issues, neurosurgical procedures, injury, psychiatric, and orthopedic issues. 9 Another study followed up 504 Veterans with TBI for more than 4 years posthospital discharge and asked caregivers specifically about medically treated injuries after the index TBI. 10 In this cohort, unintentional injury prompted 32% of the sample to experience 228 emergency department visits or hospitalizations. 10 Previous research conducted using the Traumatic Brain Injury Model System (TBIMS) National Data Base (NDB) has examined rehospitalization up to 5 years postinjury in a variety of subsamples, suggesting rehospitalization rates of 20% to 23% in the first 2 years after discharge from inpatient rehabilitation. [11] [12] [13] Across TBIMS studies, results suggest that orthopedic and reconstructive surgeries, followed by infection, general health issues, and neurological problems, are the most frequent reasons for acute care readmission in the first year after discharge. [11] [12] [13] Beyond characterizing rates and reasons for rehospitalization after TBI in the postacute period, some studies have endeavored to identify factors associated with rehospitalization risk. A retrospective database study in Canada of 29 269 individuals with TBI discharged from acute care hospitals from 2002 to 2010 and followed up to 3 years found that 35.5% were rehospitalized, and significant predictors included male sex, older age, history of a fall, more severe TBI, rural residence, and greater comorbid health and mental health conditions.
14 Similarly, previous research has found that increasing age and severity of comorbid health conditions were associated with increased rehospitalization. 15, 16 In addition, a history of seizures before injury or during acute care or rehabilitation and a history of previous brain injuries also increased the likelihood of rehospitalization. 9 Being injured in a motor vehicular crash and high motor functioning at discharge were associated with reduced rehospitalization. 9 Prior studies that used the TBIMS NDB to examine rehospitalizations up to 5 years postinjury have not found significant relationships between demographic or injury characteristics associated with rehospitalization, 11, 12 with the exception of one study of individuals with disorders of consciousness in which inability to follow commands at the time of inpatient rehabilitation admission was associated with a 2-fold increased rate of rehospitalization. 13 Prior research on rehospitalization after TBI has focused on a limited period postinjury (a few months to 5 years), and these studies have provided cross-sectional descriptions of rehospitalization rates. The current study uses the TBIMS NDB to provide an updated and expanded characterization of rehospitalizations after inpatient rehabilitation for TBI up to 10 years postinjury. Beyond identifying predictors of rehospitalization at specific points in time, here we identify factors that impact risk for rehospitalization over time at the individual level. The objectives of this study are to (1) describe the rates and causes for rehospitalization in the years after moderate-severe TBI, and (2) characterize factors associated with rehospitalization 1 to 10 years after injury by modeling the probability of rehospitalization at the individual level over time. We examine all hospital readmissions, which include admission to an acute care hospital setting as well as readmission to inpatient rehabilitation. To better understand the factors associated with rehospitalization over time, generalized linear mixed modeling (GLMM) and individual growth curve (IGC) modeling are used to investigate individual-level longitudinal trajectories representing the probability of being rehospitalized in the years after discharge from acute TBI rehabilitation. 17, 18 Together, these analyses highlight common conditions that result in rehospitalization among TBI survivors, and also allow for identification of patient characteristics that are associated with risk for rehospitalization over time.
METHODS

Data source and participants
The TBIMS NDB is a multicenter prospective longitudinal study of TBI outcomes funded by the NaRehospitalization Over 10 Years Among Survivors of TBI 149 database, measures, and study protocols can be found at www.tbindsc.org. Individuals are enrolled in the TBIMS NDB if they have sustained a TBI as defined by at least 1 of the following characteristics: Glasgow Coma Scale score less than 13 on emergency admission (not because of intubation, sedation, or intoxication), loss of consciousness for more than 30 minutes (not because of sedation or intoxication), posttraumatic amnesia for more than 24 hours, or trauma-related intracranial abnormality on neuroimaging. All TBIMS NDB participants are 16 years or older at the time of injury, receive medical care in a TBIMS-affiliated trauma center within 72 hours of injury, are transferred to an affiliated inpatient TBI rehabilitation program, and provide informed consent or consent by legal proxy to participate. Participants or their proxies complete a brief assessment protocol during inpatient rehabilitation and are followed up prospectively (1, 2, and 5 years postinjury and every 5 years thereafter) with a standardized follow-up assessment protocol.
Study design
The first part of the current study uses a cross-sectional cohort design to describe the rates and most common reasons for rehospitalization among TBI survivors at 4 different points in time: 1, 2, 5, and 10 years postinjury. The second part of this study uses a longitudinal cohort design to describe the probability of rehospitalization over time using GLMM and IGC analysis (further discussion of these methods can be found in Kozlowski et al 19 and Pretz et al 20 ) . The use of both cross-sectional and longitudinal approaches in this project allows us to evaluate rehospitalization after TBI in complementary ways: we first characterize the rates and reasons for rehospitalization at 4 distinct time points, and then evaluate the factors that explain variability in risk for rehospitalization at the individual level over time.
Variables
Outcome measure: Rehospitalization
Information is collected from participants with TBI and/or their informants regarding whether they were rehospitalized after discharge from inpatient rehabilitation, as well as the primary reason(s) for each rehospitalization. The variable includes all types of causes for any inpatient admission greater than 24 hours in any hospital, but does not include emergency department or urgent care visits. From 1989 to 2002, participants were asked annually whether they had been hospitalized in the past year, and starting in 2004 (when the TBIMS replaced annual follow-ups with its current follow-up protocol of 1, 2, 5, and every 5 years thereafter), participants were asked whether they had been hospitalized in the past year (not since the past study assessment, which in some cases may have been up to 5 years prior 
Demographic variables and covariate selection
Information about participants and their injuries was collected per the standard TBIMS protocol. We characterize the sample included in the cross-sectional and longitudinal analyses according to age at the time of injury, sex, education at injury, race, rehabilitation length of stay, employment status, residence at time of inpatient discharge, primary payer source for inpatient rehabilitation, and the cognitive and motor subscales of Functional Independence Measure (FIM) 21 performance at inpatient rehabilitation discharge (see Table 1 ). The FIM is an 18-item measure of functional independence, 21 and the current study uses data collected at rehabilitation discharge on both the 13-item FIM motor and 5-item FIM cognitive subscales. Each item in these subscales is scored using a rating scale that ranges from 1 (total assistance) to 7 (complete independence), yielding a score range of 13 to 91 for the motor FIM and 5 to 35 for the cognitive FIM. The listed covariates were selected a priori based on previous literature and clinical experience suggesting associations between covariates and rehospitalization or change in rehospitalization likelihood over time. Because of sample size restrictions in longitudinal analyses, we limited the number of covariates included.
Data analysis
All data analyses were performed using SAS 9.4 (SAS Institute Inc, Cary, North Carolina) or SPSS 19.0 (IBM Corp, Armonk, New York). 22, 23 First, we used descriptive statistics (percentages) to characterize the most common reasons for rehospitalization among TBI survivors at 1, 2, 5, and 10 years postinjury, and by calendar year between 2004 and 2014. Next, we employed a 2-step process to illustrate the risk of being rehospitalized (for any reason, dichotomized as yes/no) longitudinally over time. The first step involved fitting a random intercept logistic GLMM to generate logit-based individual-level temporal profiles. Only covariates that demonstrated a relationship with the outcome (P value level of < 0.05) were retained in the reduced model. A logit-based profile was created for each individual in the database, and these profiles essentially serve as the data, which are subsequently fit by way of random effects modeling (ie, IGC analysis in the second step). In the second step, we considered various unconditional models (models free of covariates) to determine which model optimally associates outcome (estimated logits) with time 24 ; we used Akaike information criterion (AIC) values to determine the best-fitting model, which we then used to fit the data. We describe this longitudinal model by calculating estimates for the intercept, linear term, and quadratic term (ie, growth parameters), and we explain variability across individuals by introducing covariates in a conditioned model and associations between the covariates and growth parameters were estimated. To enhance interpretably of the conditional model, all continuous covariates were centered about their respective means. 19 The growth parameter estimates were transformed from logits to probabilities to enhance interpretability. To illustrate the complex relationships between growth parameters and covariates presented, we posted an interactive tool that encapsulates this information and reconfigures it into a user-friendly visual format on the NDSC Web site (https://www.tbindsc.org/Researchers.aspx).
RESULTS
Description of sample
The cross-sectional analyses reported include all participants who were interviewed at each time point 
Cross-sectional analyses
We calculated the proportion of the sample that reported having been rehospitalized at each follow-up and found that 27.8% of participants were rehospitalized at year 1, 23.0% at year 2, 22.1% at year 5, and 23.4% at year 10.
Reasons for rehospitalization change slightly over time since injury. The data presented in Table 2 reflect the proportion of total rehospitalizations attributable to each reason category, not proportion of people rehospitalized; a single individual may have been rehospitalized more than once. Orthopedic and reconstructive surgeries account for the majority of (17.1%) of rehospitalizations in year 1, which is unsurprising given that this category includes cranioplasty and other followup procedures to address concomitant injuries that are commonly addressed after acute and postacute TBI care needs have been addressed. The general health category accounts for the largest proportion of rehospitalizations by year 2 (18.7%) and this proportion increases in the 
Longitudinal analyses
The first step in evaluating rehospitalization risk over time was to generate logit-based individual-level temporal profiles using a random-intercept GLMM. These profiles were estimated using a reduced model (presented in Table 3 ), which we built by removing covariates in which type III sums of squares analysis indicate a P value level of less than .05. As seen in Table 3 , we adopted the customary approach of retaining the main effects in the model when the main effect was included in a significant interaction term.
The logit-based individual profiles are represented by black lines in Figure 2 .
In the next step, we used the individual profiles generated in the first step to fit a random-effects (ie, IGC) model. To do this we evaluated various unconditional models and determined that a quadratic model best fit the data, as indicated by AIC value. 24 The estimates for the growth parameters for the quadratic model (intercept, linear term, and quadratic term) are reported in Table 4 .
To illustrate the group mean trajectory, in Figure 2 , we have overlaid upon the individual profiles (black dashed lines) a white curve that represents the trajectory associated with these growths. It is clear that considerable variability exists around that group mean trajectory, and to explain some of this variability across individuals we built a conditioned model (see Table 5 ) that included the covariates listed earlier. We estimated the associations between the covariates and growth parameters; covariates that demonstrated significant relationships with the growth parameters and that had significant interactions with time are displayed in Table 5 . The estimates in Table 5 are given in terms of logits, although these were subsequently transformed into probabilities to enhance interpretability. The growth parameters and covariate associations were able to be estimated with considerable accuracy, as reflected by the narrow width of the 95% confidence intervals.
Because of the complex system of relationships between growth parameters and covariates presented in Table 5 , we created an interactive tool that encapsulates this information and reconfigures it into a user-friendly visual format. The interactive tool generates individuallevel trajectories based on both logits and probability of rehospitalization for specified covariate values. The interactive tool is provided on the NDSC Web site (https://www.tbindsc.org/Researchers.aspx).
To illustrate the impact of demographic and injury information on risk (probability) for rehospitalization over time, a case example is provided. In Figure 3 , the average trajectory of risk for the longitudinal sample is contrasted with the risk trajectory for individuals who were black Hispanic female, aged 70 years, unemployed before injury, received insurance coverage through Medicare or Medicaid, were discharged to an institutional setting (as opposed to home) after inpatient rehabilitation, had a cognitive FIM score of 16 and motor FIM score of 35 at rehabilitation discharge, and whose rehabilitation length of stay lasted 40 days. As seen in Figure  3 , individuals with this combination of characteristics differ markedly in rehospitalization risk from the group mean. Their risk for rehospitalization is higher at the intercept, and risk increases over time with most marked increase in risk starting at around 5 years postinjury. This example illustrates only one of countless trajectories of individual-level change with regard to probability of rehospitalization. We encourage readers to enter any plausible combination of covariate values into the interactive tool to investigate how individual and injury characteristics produce different trajectories of risk over time.
DISCUSSION
The current study examined rehospitalization crosssectionally and over time for individuals in the TBIMS NDB for up to 10 years after discharge from inpatient rehabilitation. Rates of rehospitalization have been examined previously [11] [12] [13] in subsamples of the TBIMS NDB, and the current study builds on that literature by including a longer duration of follow-up and incorporating GLMM and IGC models to evaluate factors that impact risk for rehospitalization at the individual level over time. Results suggest that rates of rehospitalization are highest in the first year after injury (27.8%), with many of those hospitalizations being attributable to orthopedic causes possibly related to the injury itself. Rates of rehospitalization, on average, remain quite consistent (22%-23.4%) across the next 3 time points (2, 5, and 10 years postinjury), but a large proportion of these rehospitalizations are attributed to general health reasons and "other," possibly reflecting an increase in comorbid health issues and overall disease burden in the later years after TBI. This notion is consistent with recent literature that suggests TBI is best conceptualized for some survivors as an evolving disease process in which the injury initiates or exacerbates other health conditions. 3, 4 Similarly, the current study found that psychiatric rehospitalizations actually increase over time, which is consistent with the finding that psychiatric and mood disorders can develop in the postacute period after TBI and persist at rates that well exceed those seen in the general population. 25 Analyses of rehospitalization rates by calendar year indicate there has been no major change in rates of rehospitalization for any follow-up time point over the past 10 years. Over this period, a variety of changes in the healthcare landscape have occurred, including the reauthorization of the TBI Act in 2000, 26 recommendations from the Institute of Medicine (2009) that full access to the entire spectrum of care be available to patients, 27 and the passing of the Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act of 2010, 28 each of which would theoretically enhance TBI survivors' ability to access follow-up medical care. On the other hand, data from the Uniform Data System for Medical Rehabilitation indicate that inpatient rehabilitation length of stay has decreased steadily between the years of 1999 and 2008, 29 and a recent study found that shorter inpatient length of stay was associated with a decrease in the level of functioning at rehabilitation discharge and at 1 year postinjury, 30 which may result in greater long-term care needs. Full consideration of the factors that may impact rates of rehospitalization over a particular period falls outside the scope of this project, but the lack of change over this 10-year period certainly suggests that there remains room for improvement in long-term health management provided to TBI survivors.
The longitudinal analyses conducted here provide a nuanced understanding of the interaction of demographic and injury variables on individual-level probabilities of rehospitalization over time. When examined individually, certain factors (older age at the time of injury, being unemployed, lower educational attainment, and receiving Medicare/Medicaid) are associated with higher rates of rehospitalization at most follow-up time points. These associations, while useful in broadly identifying high-risk groups, do not allow for characterization of individual-level risk dynamically over time. Patients and their families are most interested in knowing detailed information about prognosis and long-term outcomes that are relevant to their loved one. 31 As demonstrated here, the interactive tool can create individual-level trajectories of rehospitalization risk that describe data gathered through the TBIMS from individuals with a particular constellation of demographic and injury characteristics. Also, consistent with the current study's goal of describing all rehospitalizations more comprehensively than has been possible in previous efforts, it should be noted that the longitudinal models presented here include rehospitalizations for rehabilitation. Overall, the number of rehospitalizations for rehabilitation was low at each time point, and excluding rehabilitation rehospitalizations from longitudinal analyses did not significantly impact the estimates of fixed effects in the conditional model presented earlier (sensitivity analyses not presented here). Given that rehospitalization for inpatient rehabilitation could reflect functional improvement (such as individuals who are readmitted for intensive rehabilitation after emerging from prolonged disorders of consciousness or functional deterioration (debility after acute illness or clinical frailty) that requires intervention, it is difficult to interpret rehabilitation rehospitalizations with the data available. No prior studies specifically focused on readmission to inpatient rehabilitation after the initial inpatient rehabilitation stay.
The current study has limitations that should be considered. The TBIMS NDB includes data collected on individuals who received care at specialized centers for TBI rehabilitation, and thus, the findings presented here may not generalize to all TBI survivors. Rehospitalization data were based on self-report from people with TBI or their proxy, and may be subject to recall bias. The broad coding scheme used to categorize reasons for rehospitalization precludes more detailed analyses of factors surrounding rehospitalizations such as whether a given hospitalization is elective, planned, preventative, or corrective. Within a given reason category, some rehospitalizations may represent improvement or progress (eg, removal of hardware) and others may represent decline or deterioration (eg, hip fracture resulting from a fall 5 years after the initial TBI). It is important to note that this study examined rehospitalization during a specific interview year, and does not represent cumulative rehospitalization of 10 years after TBI. With respect to the longitudinal analyses presented here, it is worth noting that the analytic methods require a "double estimation" process in which a set of temporal logits is estimated per individual using a GLMM, and then patterns in the logits are evaluated by way of IGC analysis. Such an estimation process introduces additional error, though error remains relatively small because of the large study sample. Moreover, the transformation from logits to probabilities requires a transformation from an infinite scale (logits) to a bounded scale (0 to 1 for probabilities), and thus trajectories on the logit scale will not directly mirror trajectories conformed to probabilities. Because of the descriptive focus of the study, comparison between trajectories should be made based on clinical relevance alone; in other words, the study is not inferential in nature. Study trajectories are mathematical representations based on the associations between identified covariates and the growth parameters and are representative of the data at hand. Caution is warranted in using these models to inform prognosis for individual patients. Additional factors that may impact rehospitalization risk such as overall medical disease burden, family support, access to healthcare, health self-management skills, and cognitive functioning are not included in the current models, so it is important to note that individuals with a TBI may not be constrained to their corresponding trajectory.
CONCLUSIONS
Individuals who survive a moderate-severe TBI can experience a wide range of long-term health and functional outcomes, and rehospitalization provides a proxy indicator of medical need after rehabilitation discharge. Rehospitalization is particularly common in the first year after injury, as the early postacute period is often characterized by high care needs resulting from complications of TBI in addition to ongoing medical intervention for concomitant extracranial injuries. Decreasing length of hospital stays heightens the need for intensive discharge care planning. In the current study, rates of rehospitalizations for general health maintenance increased across the follow-up period, suggesting a role for a chronic disease management model in improving long-term healthcare for TBI survivors. Longitudinal models presented here indicate that multiple demographic and injuryrelated factors impact the probability of rehospitalization over time, and across these diverse individual-level longitudinal trajectories, a pattern emerges in which risk for rehospitalization begins to increase around 5 years postinjury. These findings suggest that long-term health management interventions are needed after TBI and the content and timing of these efforts can be informed by the descriptive trajectories of TBIMS NDB participants such as those presented here.
